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V-SAFE DATA ON COVID-19 VACCINATION JUST RELEASED!
10 Million Participants, 70+ Million Symptoms Reported,
3+Million Can't Do Normal Activities! Peak AEs Were Jan-June
2021! They Knew! Criminal!

Australia pushing 4th doses and New South Wales Data Keeps Getting
Worse. Philippines Special Week of Vaccination Fails to Meet Target
Population!
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V-Safe is the US CDC’s smartphone-based program that was created speci�cally for
tracking outcomes from the Covid-19 Vaccines. It tracks symptoms following injection.

It does not track or report deaths!

Data from V-Safe had not been made available for public scrutiny, until today! ICAN,
a�er twice suing the CDC for release of data has �nally been given access to the V-safe
data base, which has been depersonalized to hide any identifying data from the �led
reports.
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ICAN have set up an interactive dashboard to provide easy access to the database. Raw
data can also be downloaded. The �ndings are worse than expected. Out of 10 million
individual users, 3.3 million users (33%) were impacted to a degree where they were
unable to perform normal activities (1.2 million), missed work or school (1.3 million), and

required medical care (0.8 million). 6.5 million health impacts were reported.
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Even worse is this second page of the dashboard! The symptoms by month! The highest
rates of reporting were between January to May 2021! Meaning that the parties
managing and evaluating this data already knew that there was a problem early last year!
They sat on this and did nothing! Does this make them criminally negligent for the

deaths and injuries that continued and continue to accumulate?
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A Lancet report on safety of the Covid-19 Products, download, looking speci�cally at
the mRNA products was published in March of 2022 and reviewed VAERS and V-Safe
Data from 14 December 2020 up to 14 June 2021.

During the period that this paper covered there had been 7.9 million V-Safe
participants. At that time 32.1% of people making reports indicated that they were
unable to perform normal activities, missed work or school, or required medical care

a�er second dose. There was a big increase in reported adverse health outcomes from
the �rst to the second dose, meaning a dose-dependent e�ect of the vaccines!

More doses = higher rates of adverse health outcomes.

The Lancet paper reports that less than 1% of v-safe users sought medical care.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(22)00054-8/fulltext#seccestitle130
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However, the data from the dashboard discussed above indicates that 0.8 million of the
10 million persons reporting sought medical care (8%)! Could this paper have
misreported the % of persons seeking medical help, and thus have provided false

reassurance? I hope a reader/ researcher more skilled than I, could assess this paper and its
conclusions in light of the V-Safe data now being accessible.

Australia continues its mass vaccination drive and a�er already double dosing 96.5% of
eligible population aged 16+, is currently pushing 4th doses. Updated data referring to
the eligible population as of 28 September 2022 is set out. Australian population is just

under 26 million.

Australian Updates

https://www.health.gov.au/initiatives-and-programs/covid-19-vaccines/numbers-statistics#fourth-doses
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Australian Children aged 5 - 15 have not been spared; more than 50% are double dosed
in most states.
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We can access this dashboard for NSW, which has about 8 million population (30% of
Australians), to analyze hospitalization, ICU and deaths. The dataset covers the period
from 28 May 2022 up to 24 Sept 2022. It clearly shows the more doses received, the more

hospitalizations, the more ICU admissions, the more deaths!

Note that all deaths with Covid-19 are reported, even if Covid-19 was not the cause of
death. Covid-19 attributed deaths were mostly contributed by very old persons with
persons aged 80 - 89 and even more 90+, who were already above the average age of
death, reported as dying with covid-19.

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiODQ4NTg4OGUtNWU5ZS00MjQ3LWJmODgtNzI1N2RmOWY3N2Y3IiwidCI6IjZmMGU5YzQyLTk2Y2UtNDU1MS05NzAxLWJhMzFkMGQ2ZDE5ZSJ9&pageName=ReportSection1c3fdc161d4008c845a6&fbclid=IwAR0PvbWRAYcGM0fnEtBLg8SJBDParO4wjhSjyFcojiqg84k1YwIYwoQyzok
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More doses = more hospitalizations and more deaths!

It is cruel and insane that governments and health authorities keep pushing these

injections even in the face of such clear detrimental data! The “Died Suddenly Australia”
groups which FB keeps playing whack-a-mole with, contain story a�er story of poor
health, illness, and deaths which followed receipt of injections, which were in many
cases forced on people in order for them to work, study, and participate in life. The
workforce in many services and industries are already reported to be a�ected with many

dead and many on repeated sick leave! Australia has had sustained excess deaths since

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/health/causes-death/provisional-mortality-statistics/latest-release
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12 September 2021, with 18,248 (+11.2%) excess deaths above baseline in the 52 weeks
counted from 4 July 2021 to 26 June 2022 (weekly change from baseline -2.7% to +31.9%).

Update for the special week of vaccination and boosters. The target had been to give
boosters to bring the total boosted population from 18.8 million up to 23.5 million (or
30% of target population), by 8th October. From the DOH Dashboard, the target of
boosting 4.7 million additional persons was not met last week! Despite best e�orts,
throughout the country they only managed 829,307 doses with just over half a million
boosters injected.

Filipinos no longer want these jabs!

The government will refocus e�orts on addressing vaccine hesitancy, focusing among
others on indigenous persons.

Philippines Special Week of Vaccination 26 Sept to 1st Oct 2022

https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1185211
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They will also incentivize LGUs to increase vaccine uptake, reported here. Vergeire says
that there are various “gimmicks” to encourage people to get vaccinated. P50 (USD0.80c)
to get injected? To risk your life! How insulting!

“This is a good practice and hopefully, other LGUs will be following and doing this kind of
incentivization for our public so that they get encouraged to get vaccinated"

Coercion is illegal Ma’am, DOH! Information drives and tiny incentives will not help,
when potential recipients can already see injuries and sudden unexplained deaths all
around!

https://mb.com.ph/2022/10/04/19-7-million-filipinos-received-1st-covid-booster-shot-doh/
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Common sense would make one question! Regular folk have more common sense (and
less vested interests) than their leaders. The pressure is going to continue and build!
Stand �rm! Be strong in your choice! Be brave!
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Writes Lawrence Butts Lawrenceʼs Newsletter Oct 4 · edited Oct 5 Liked by SuperSally888

We have witnessed and we will continue to witness the largest and most deadly crime

against humanity that will soon rival or exceed past planetary mass extinction events. The

initiators, perpetrators and supporters of this coming global genocide ALL need to be

hung. We must show them NO mercy.
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